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2018 Missouri Tae Kwon Do Invitational  

General Information 
 Date: September 15, 2018 Location: Ft. Zumwalt East High School, 600 First Executive Avenue, St. 

Peters, MO 63376 
 Fees: Forms and/or Sparring– 1 OR 2 events - $59 online ONLY. 3 events - $69 online ONLY Spectators 

- $6 at the door / $5 in advance online (age 5-under free).  Coaches - $5 – (Additional information at the 
end of this document) 

 Pre-registration ONLY –Deadline 9/8/18 
 Host: Champion Martial Arts. REGISTER ONLINE at www.championmartialarts.com   

DIVISIONS 
Males & females will compete separately in sparring; may compete either together or separately in forms.  7-under 
sparring may be combined male/female depending on number of competitors.  
AGE DIVISIONS  
7-under 8-9 
10-11 12-13 
14-15 16-17 
18-34 35-over  
*Executive divisions (45-over) on an “as-needed” basis   
RANK DIVISIONS 

 White & yellow (orange)  
 Green & blue, (purple)  
 Brown, red, recommended black  
 Black 

 
* Sparring may be divided into light & heavy (or beyond) depending on number and size of competitors.  Black belt 
divisions may be divided further depending on number and weight of competitors.  
* Rank may be divided or combined further depending on number of competitors 
* A competitor who is too large or small for his or her age division may be moved up or down in age respectively.  
 
14 to 17 yr old Black Belts Sparring Divisions      18-34 yr old Black Belts Sparring Divisions 

MALE  
Weight Groups  

FEMALE  
Weight Groups  

  Fly  - 111 Fly  - 100  
Feather  112 - 127  Feather 101 - 113 
Welter  128 - 143  Welter  114 - 126 
Middle   144 - 159 Middle  127 - 139  
Heavy  160-Over Heavy  140-Over 

Divisions listed above are general guidelines.  Divisions may be sub-divided, combined and/or altered at 
Tournament Director's discretion in order to fairly accommodate all competitors. 

 13 year old black belts may request to spar “up” with 14-15 year olds. 
 14 & 15 year old black belts may request to spar “up” with 16-17 year olds. 
 16-17 year old black belts may request to spar “up” with 18-34 year olds. 
 35-over black belts may request to spar “down” with 18-34 year olds. 

MALE  
Weight Groups  

FEMALE  
Weight Groups  

Fly  - 135 Fly - 120 
Feather 136 - 151 Feather 121 - 136  
Middle  152 - 169 Middle 137 - 152  
Heavy  170-Over Heavy  153-Over 
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 Request to spar “up” (or down) must be indicated on tournament application.  Competitors may 
NOT spar in more than one division. 

 If a competitor spars up (or down), they will also compete in forms in the same age bracket. 
 
Uniform 

 V-neck or traditional fold-across.  White is preferred but colored will be allowed. 
Protective Gear 

 Hogu, headgear, forearm pads (hand covering is optional), shin/instep pads, mouthpiece, protective cup for 
males. 

 Sport goggles are permitted for vision purposes only, but eyeglasses are not. 
 

HIGH JUMP DIVISIONS 
 Divided by male and female  
 Divided by age – 11-under & 12-17  
 Further divided by height of athletes. 

 
FORMS COMPETITION  
WTF or ITF patterns will be permitted. If your school teaches a different set of TKD patterns, please contact 
tournament director by no later than TWO WEEKS prior to competition day to request a variance. 
 Single-elimination, bracketed format. 
 Two competitors shall perform patterns simultaneously. 

Merit will be awarded on the basis of beauty, grace, rhythm, focus, power, and technique. 
 Three judges shall be seated as in sparring competition.  
 At referee’s command, judges shall press the corresponding blue or red button for the competitor deemed to 

have the better performance according to aforementioned criteria of merits.  
 The winner of the round will be indicated by one point on the scoreboard and will then advance to the next 

round of competition.  Players will compete for 3rd place; no “two thirds” shall be awarded. 
 Black belts will not be allowed to start over. 
 Colored belts may perform their current form or the form from their previous belt only. 
 1st dan black belts must perform Koryo, Kwang-Gae, Po-Eun or Ge-Baek. 
 2nd dan black belts and above may perform any officially recognized WTF or ITF black belt form. 

 
 
AWARDS  
We will award beautiful custom event medals for all events. 
Every competitor 11 years of age and under who does not place (1st, 2nd or 3rd) will receive a participation award. 
 
 

We strongly encourage ALL Athletes, Coaches and Officials 
to register EARLY online. 

 
Registration Deadline is 9/8/18 
www.championmartialarts.com 
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Schedule of Events 
 

Friday, September 14 
 6:00-7:00pm – All Belts – Optional, Early Credential pickup and weigh-in at Ft. Zumwalt East 

High School, 600 First Executive Avenue, St. Peters, MO 63376 
 
Saturday, September 15 - Ft. Zumwalt East High School, 600 First Executive Avenue, St. Peters, MO 
63376 

 

14-over Black Belts 
 Credential pickup and weigh-in – Any time between 7:45-8:45am (OR Friday, 9/14, 6-7pm) 
 Competition - 9:00am - Forms followed immediately by Double-elimination Sparring. 

 
All Belts 9-under 
 Credential pickup and weigh-in – Any time between 8:00am-11:45pm (OR Friday, 9/14, 6-7pm) 
 Competition - 12:00pm (approximate) - Forms followed immediately by Single-elimination 

Sparring. 
 
High Jump Competition – ages 17-under 
 Competition - 1:30pm (approximate)  

 
Black Belts 10-13 and Colored Belts 10-over 
 Credential pickup and weigh-in  - Any time between 8:00am-1:30pm (OR Friday, 9/14, 6-7pm) 
 Competition – 2:00pm (approximate) – Forms followed immediately by Single-elimination 

Sparring (Black Belts 10-13 - double elimination sparring)  
 

 
 

Scheduled Times are approximate. 
Based on total number of competitors - 

  Competition times may be later than scheduled.  
  Competition times may also be as much as 60 minutes earlier than scheduled. 

PLEASE PLAN ACCORDINGLY 
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Rules and Protocol   
For Athletes, Coaches and Officials 

 
 
Protective gear: 

 Shin and Instep pads (cloth or foam-dipped) 
 Forearm pads (hand covering is optional) 
 Mouthpiece 
 Groin cup (for males) 
 Competitors must provide own head gear & hogu.  Head gear must be white, red or blue (red or blue 

headgear must correspond with hogu color). 
 Sport goggles are permitted for vision purposes only, but eyeglasses are not  
 Fingernails and toenails must be trimmed 

Sparring Rules 
 Electronic Scoreboards will be used.            
 One point will be scored for body contact in all divisions. 
 Two points will be scored for turning Roundhouse or Spin Side Kick (“back kick”) to body in all divisions. 
 Two points will be scored for head contact in all divisions. 
 10 Point Gap and NO “Point Ceiling” in all SINGLE ELIMINATION divisions. 
 7 Point Gap and NO “Point Ceiling” in all DOUBLE ELIMINATION divisions (10-34 yr old black belts). 
 Authorized Implements For Scoring  

o Fore-fist. No open hand, knife hand, ridge hand, or palm heel strikes are allowed.  
o Foot. Refers to any part of the foot below the ankle. 

 Body contact may be made using foot or fore-fist. 
 Head contact may be made using foot only. 
 Competitors are permitted to kick to the head; however, the kick must be controlled contact or the 

appropriate penalty shall be invoked.  
 The competitor who executes a kick to the head, which does not cause injury, but, in the opinion of the 

Referee, is deemed excessive, will receive a one-point penalty (gam-jeom)  
 The competitor who executes a kick to the head, which results in a minor injury, shall receive no deduction 

unless the referee determines that the attack is an excessive one; in which case, a one-point deduction will 
be issued.   A minor injury is defined as a minor abrasion or bleeding caused by contact. The Referee, with 
or without consultation with the tournament physician, shall determine if the abrasion or bleeding is a 
minor injury and if the attack is an excessive one.  

 The competitor who executes a kick to the head, which results in the inability of the opponent to continue 
sparring because of the injury, shall be disqualified. The Referee, with or without consultation with the 
tournament physician, shall determine if the attack is excessive contact, and if the injury is a major one. 

 BLACK BELT COMPETITORS, AGES 14-over will be allowed more latitude in the area of head 
contact; however, knock outs WILL NOT BE permitted.  A Knock out is declared when a contestant 
cannot continue the match after the Referee’s ten-count and at which time the referee determines that the 
player does not have the presence of mind or ability to focus in such a way as to continue the match.  
Referee may decide if the match can continue without the compromise of the injured player’s safety.  
Referee may choose to consult with tournament medical personnel and/or the injured player’s coach before 
rendering final decision.  

 Sparring matches duration: 
o Colored belts: Two - 1 minute rounds (30 second rest in between rounds) 
o Black belts: Two - 1 minute rounds (30 second rest in between rounds).   

 Three full deduction points (any combination of kyong-gos and/or gam-jeoms) constitute disqualification. 
 Competitors will spar for third place; no “two third places” will be awarded. 
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 In the event of a tie: 

o ½ or full point deductions will not be added back to the score nor will any outstanding kyong-go be 
considered. 

 
o Players will spar a “sudden death” round equivalent in length to their previous round.  First point 

scored will end the round and determine the winner. 
o If score remains tied at the end of the sudden death round, judges shall be instructed to “Prepare to 

make final decision by pressing blue or red on the count of three”.  The Judges will decide the 
winner based on initiative shown during the sudden death round only. 

o Center referee will not decide ties. 
o A player may also lose in sudden death if a declared gam-jeom or combination of kyong-gos 

results in a negative score (-1). 
 Blood drawn from incidental contact (as when a player turns into a roundhouse) where good control has 

been used and no violation has been issued shall not be cause for disqualification.  If the injured player 
cannot continue, they will forfeit the match.  

 Blood drawn from excessive contact or due to an illegal technique will be means for disqualification of the 
attacking player if the injured player cannot continue.  If the injured player can continue, a gaemjang will 
be issued.  

 Malice or anger – Players are expected to maintain control in all areas.  If the center referee feels that a 
player is executing a malicious attack or loses control of his or her temper, the referee may, at his or her 
discretion, issue a ½ or full point deduction; or in extreme cases, disqualify the offending player.  

 Straight-on kicks to face are not permitted.  No front kicks, push/stomp kicks, side kicks or spin 
side/back kicks to front of face.  A gaemjang shall be issued and if a player is injured as a result and cannot 
continue, the attacking player will be disqualified. 

 Loss of Will: If a player loses the ability to continue due to injury from an illegal technique (in which a 
penalty would have been declared), the attacking player will be disqualified. 

 If a player loses the will to continue due to fear, pain or fatigue, or due to an injury in which NO penalty 
would have been declared, this player will be disqualified.  

 Pushing of any kind (with hands, arms, shoulder or chest) shall not be permitted.  One warning may be 
given per infraction, per athlete, per match (joo-eui) and then kyong-gos (1/2 point deductions) will be 
issued from that point forward. 

 Holding of any kind shall not be permitted.  Any action on the part of one player that restricts the backward 
movement of another player shall not be allowed.  Also, any “hold and kick” or “hold and punch” shall be 
called. 

 Any player that intentionally leaves the ring to avoid contact shall be given one warning (joo-eui) and then 
kyong-gos from that point forward.  However, a player that inadvertently leaves the ring due to an attack by 
the other player shall not be in violation.  Standing at the boundary line so as to kick and then end up out of 
bounds intentionally shall be a violation.  A player that consistently plays the edge of the ring shall be 
called for leaving the ring any time a foot steps out. 

 Kicking to the spinal area will not be permitted. 
 There will be no bonus point issued for “knock downs” or “standing eights”. 
 If a player should score a kick and subsequently fall, the points will be counted provided that the scoring 

player did not use a hand on the floor in order to score the kick.. 
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Sparring Penalties 
 
Kyong-go (1/2 point) penalty  
  1.   Touching acts  

 Grabbing the opponent – includes holding 
the hogu, under hooking or over hooking the 
arms, or prohibiting the backward mobility of 
the other athlete in any way. 

 Holding the opponent  
 Pushing the opponent with hands, shoulder, 

trunk, etc. 
2.   Negative acts  

 Intentionally crossing the Boundary Line  
 Evading by turning the back to the opponent  
 Intentionally falling down  
 Pretending injury  

3.   Attacking acts  
 Butting or attacking with the knee  
 Intentionally attacking the groin  
 Intentionally stomping or kicking any part of 

the leg or foot  
 Hitting the opponent’s face with hands or fist  

4.   Undesirable acts  
 Gesturing to indicate scoring or deduction on 

the part of the contestant or the coach  
 Uttering undesirable remarks or any 

misconduct on the part of the contestant or 
the coach  

 Leaving the designated mark on the part of 
the coach during match 

 

Gam-jeom (full point) penalty  
      1.   Touching acts  

 Throwing the opponent  
 Intentionally throwing down the opponent by 

grappling the opponent’s attacking foot in the 
air with the arm  

    2.   Negative acts  
 Intentionally interfering with the progress of 

the match  
      3.   Attacking acts  

 Attacking the fallen opponent  
 Intentionally attacking the back and the back 

of the head  
 Straight-on kick to opponent’s face. 
 Attacking the opponent’s face severely with 

hand  
    4.   Undesirable acts  

 Violent or extreme remarks or behavior on 
the part of the contestant or the coach.  

 

Disqualification by Penalty 
Whenever a player reaches three full penalty points (any combination of kyong-gos or gam-jeoms), he or she will 
be disqualified by reason of penalty excess. 
Disqualification by Non-compliance  
When a player refuses to comply with the Competition Rules or the referee’s order intentionally, the referee may 
declare the contestant the loser by reason of non-compliance. 

FORMS COMPETITION: 
o Single-elimination, bracketed format 
o Two competitors shall perform patterns simultaneously.  
o Merit will be awarded on the basis of beauty, grace, rhythm, focus, power, and technique. 
o Three judges shall be seated as in sparring competition.  
o At referee’s command, judges shall press the corresponding blue or red button for the competitor 

deemed to have the better performance according to aforementioned criteria of merits.  
o The winner of the round will be indicated by one point on the scoreboard and will then advance to 

the next round of competition.  Players will compete for 3rd place; no “two thirds” shall be 
awarded. 

o Colored belts may perform the form for their rank or one rank below. 
o 1st dan must perform 1st degree form; 2nd dan and above may perform any black belt form.  
o Colored belts will be allowed to begin their form a second time; black belts will not. 
o All officially recognized WTF and ITF taekwondo patterns shall be permitted; no “creative forms” 

will be allowed.  If your school teaches a different set of TKD patterns, please contact tournament 
director by no later than TWO WEEKS prior to competition day to request a variance. 

 The “bye” system will be used for both forms AND sparring competition 
o Bye - The position of one who draws no opponent for a round in a tournament and so advances to 

the next round uncontested.  Byes are generally issued at random. 
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High Jump Rules 
 
 

 Divided by male and female  
 Divided by age – 11-under & 12-17  
 Further divided into numerous divisions by height of athletes. 
 Competitors will take turns making a running jump over the pole. 
 Competitors must clear the pole and land on both feet on the other 

side without knocking the pole off. 
 Competitors may not touch a hand or knee to the floor upon 

landing. 
 The pole will be raised in 2” increments until there is only one 

jumper left standing. 
 In case of a tie, there will be a jump-off until only one competitor 

remains.   
 Beautiful tournament medals will be presented for places 1st-3rd. 
 Jumpers 11-under, who do not place, will receive an outstanding 

effort medal. 
For athletes who prefer not to spar or compete in forms, this is a great 
2nd event!  For those already competing in 2 events, this is a nice add-
on event for just $10 more.  
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Referee – Additional Guidelines 
 Referees are expected to have a comprehensive understanding of all published tournament rules and to 

adhere to tournament protocol. 
 Please DO NOT sub-divide or combine any divisions without first consulting the tournament director. 
 Whenever possible, allow those sparring for first/second or third place to rest prior to their final match.  

You may accomplish this by running the first match of the forthcoming division first. 
 Time shall always be stopped by referee when issuing a warning (joo-eui), kyong-go (1/2 point) or gam-

jeom (full point) violation.  Referee shall say “Kalyo” and then look to head table and indicate “time out” 
(shi-gan) before proceeding to issue violation.  

 When declaring penalties, referees should insure that the guilty player is fully aware of the reason for the 
penalty before resuming the match.  

 Ring Managers (table personnel) have been instructed to prompt center referees to have corner judges 
rotate seats clockwise after every fifth match.   Judges should then test controllers  

 Referees are asked to acknowledge a coach who raises his or her hand in order to protest a head kick which 
they believe did not receive the proper score.  Referees may deny any such request believed to be frivolous.  

 The tournament committee will make every effort to have an individual assigned to each ring that will take 
attendance, assign hogu colors and inspect players for proper equipment. 

 
Corner Judging Guidelines 

 Corner judges are expected to have a comprehensive understanding of all published tournament rules and to 
adhere to tournament protocol. 

 Blue control in right hand / Red control in left hand. 
 If you see both players score consecutively, then push buttons one directly after the other in the order seen. 
 Buttons must be depressed and released quickly; buttons should never be held. 
 Head contact is awarded two points; you must double-click the button for “two-points”. 
 If your vision is blocked by referee or a competitor’s back, you are encouraged to stand and leave your 

chair by two-three feet on either side in order to get a better view of the competitors. 
 Body contact must be from collarbone to bottom of hogu.  Also, around to the back, wherever the hogu 

covers; excluding the spine. 
 Contact may not be counted if it includes contact to the opponent’s hands or arms. 
 You must directly see the contact.  If a fighter’s back is facing you when they get hit and you cannot see the 

contact (and cannot tell if the contact included the arms), you may not award a point.  You may; however, 
award a point in this scenario if the person being hit has the arms up at such a height as to allow absolutely 
no chance that their arms were included in the contact. 

 Body contact should make a popping noise and should not be a pushing contact.  
 Solid punches should always be scored.  No rapid-fire or rabbit punching will score.  Score only solid 

punches that pop the hogu. 
 You must keep your eyes on the action at all times. 
 Never display a look of disgust or disbelief toward other judges when they award a point.  They may see 

something you don’t. 
 If a point is legal but possibly excessive, score it anyway and let the referee make the determination. 
 You may not switch judges once a match has begun.  Switching may only be done between matches. 
 If you think another judge is not following protocol, you may discreetly address the center referee. 
 You may not, at any time, cheer for an individual competitor; however, we do encourage you to applaud for 

both players at the conclusion of each match. 
 You may not show preferential treatment to any competitor.  
 Above all, remain fair and impartial!  
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Judging Forms  
 Players should be judged based on the following criteria: Crispness of technique, Power, Focus, Grace, 

Balance, Confidence, Rhythm, Accuracy and Attitude.  
 If a player performs a form that you are unfamiliar with ex: they perform a Pal-gwe or ITF form and your 

school does only Tae-guk forms, then you must not penalize them as a result.  You should judge them 
according to the aforementioned criteria.  Furthermore, if they make an obvious mistake, such as a noticeable 
pause or hesitation, then make your decision accordingly.   

 Colored belts will be allowed to start over one time. 
 Black belts will not be allowed to start over. 
 You may not show preferential treatment to any competitor. 
 Above all, remain fair and impartial!  

 

Coaching Guidelines 
 

 No one will be permitted to coach without the proper credential. 
 Coaches are expected to be familiar with all published tournament rules. 
 One coach allowed per competitor. 
 Coaches must display respect at all times; to all athletes (including their own), other coaches and especially to 

the officials. 
 Coaches should always require their athlete to shake the hand of the other athlete and coach at the conclusion of 

the match. 
 Coaches will be allowed to vocalize instructions and encouragement to their player while the match is in 

progress provided their words are of a positive nature and do not interfere with the progress of the match. 
 Referees are asked to acknowledge a coach who raises his or her hand in order to protest a head kick which 

they believe did not receive the proper score.  Referees may deny any such request believed to be frivolous.  
 Coaches are at no time allowed to shout at the referee or corner judges.  Such actions may constitute a penalty 

or disqualification for your player. 
 At the conclusion of a match, a coach may respectfully address any issues of ring protocol that they feel may 

have been violated; however, a matter of judgment or discretion on the part of officials will rarely be 
overturned. 

 Any coach who approaches the referee or corner judge in a disrespectful manner will not have their concern 
heard and will be asked to immediately leave the ring. 

 Remember, a disrespectful coach or athlete brings dishonor not only to themselves, but to their school as well.  
 
If there is a matter that requires arbitration, please first address your school’s master and then he or she will bring 
the matter to the attention of the tournament host or arbitrator.  

 
Coaching Fee - $5 (coaches need not pay a spectator fee) 

Anyone age 14 or over is eligible to coach for his or her school (including parents) provided they have the approval 
of their school's master instructor.  Also, all coaching applicants must read and agree to all tournament rules, 
guidelines, protocol and conduct expectations beforehand as there will be no coaches' meeting on the day of the 
event. 
 
Each school will be afforded complimentary coach’s passes using the guidelines below.  Only your school’s master 
instructor may submit applications to qualify for complimentary passes.  The Master Instructor may use the 
Authorized Complimentary Coach Application option on our online registration page. 
 
5-9 athletes entered - 1 free coach's pass, 10-14 athletes entered - 2 free coach's passes, 15-19 athletes 
entered - 3 free coach's passes, 20-24 athletes entered - 4 free coach's passes, 25-29 athletes entered – 5  
free coach's passes, 30-more athletes entered - 6 free coach's passes. 


